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Abstract—Force feedback is a good opportunity for virtual reality
technology(VRT) into the field of engineering simulation. haptic
device point (HIP) is the common tool used for interacting with
the virtual objects, while the mass-spring model consistent with
which does not have good scalability, and cannot guarantee the
necessary accuracy. By substituting mass-spring model with
finite element model (FEM) for contact problems, there will be a
solution. This article has set up a system based on argument
passing between virtual reality environment and FEM solver,
and details the system working process and the challenge.
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device,Deformation,Movement,Argument passing

I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 VIRTUAL REALITY TECHNOLOGY APPLYING
Since practical engineering project is making data bigger and
bigger, VRT presents an efficient platform to vision the data,
which improve intuitively engineers’ knowledge of the data.
The successful applications can be found in computational
fluid dynamics[1],[4], the computer aided engineering2.
More innovational, VRT can broaden human computer
interaction (HCI) by using haptic device that is essentially
different from the traditional interactive tools, such as
keyboard and mouse, from which human obtain 2D visual
results on the screen. The new HCI based on haptic device has
been used in surgical techniques[6]-[9], imitational training[10]-[13]
and the 3D game experience[14].
1.2Haptic rendering algorithm
The key for haptic device to work properly is the
rendering algorithm, which computes the contact
between virtual objects and avatar representing the
device in virtual environment. Basic concepts in

haptic
force
haptic
haptic

rendering can be found in [5], and here is a simple process.See
Figure1.
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Figure 1 The process of haptic device

Nowadays mostly haptic devices are based on point-based
haptic interaction, in which only the end point of the haptic
device or haptic interface point (HIP) penetrates into virtual
object. Similarly to mass-spring model, the contact force is
computed by material empirical stiffness multiplying
penetrating depth, which is the distance between the surface
node at the entrance and the node neighboring current HIP.

Figure2 Multi haptic interface points

For one thing, this force model limitedly extends to multi
haptic interface points. And the material stiffness doesn’t have
the appropriate physical significance since there should be at
least two parameters, Yong’s modulus and Poisson’ ratio to
describe a material. See Figure2.
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By introducing finite element algorithm for contact problems
to supplant the force model above, there will be a feasible
solution for scalability and material physical significance.
First, contact issues in FEM are always related to contact
surface, which is divided into multi nodes before numerical
calculation; second, finite element algorithm is always due to
the physical material properties.
II

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The system architecture composes of three layers as follows:
the hardware layer, the virtual reality layer and the FEM
solver layer. The hardware layer includes haptic device,
computation and communication equipments. The virtual
reality layer completes modeling virtual object, synchronizing
avatar and haptic device, initializing the system input, and
preparing the data for FEM solver. The FEM solver layer
realizes contact force calculation and passes the deformation
and reacting force data to virtual reality layer. See Figure 3.

(3)Passing arguments into FEM solver, includes the position
and deformation data updated from the last time step. As the
constant material parameters, it can be saved in a common
memory without passing every time step.
(4)In FEM contact calculation module, firstly mesh virtual
object and avatar respectively as slave object and master
object. In usual, the master object is much more stiffened than
slave object, and slave object should be meshed with more
elements. Then search the potential collision pairs between the
slave surface and the master surface and generate the collision
list to compute. and finally passing the result to VR output
control.
(5)In every time step, in VR output control module, the
penetration depth passed to virtual object as the increment to
update position and deformation in next time step, and the
contact force passed to haptic device as an pressure increment
in force feedback.
Since human only feel force with frequency not less than 1K
Hz, at the ideal communication bandwidth condition, FEM
solver should be executed in less than 0.001 second. This asks
for high performance computation, and actually there are now
alternatives, such as Intel’s multi integrated cores and
NVIDIA’s GPGPU products.
III SYSTEM PARAMETERS
3.1 parameter category
(1)Shape parameter
Shape parameters should be extracted after 3D modeling, and
be used to define the deformation of the virtual object.
(2)position parameter
The object geometric properties in space own a certain
position. The change of the position represents the object’s
movement properties. And the position parameter is composed
of geometric center..
(3)force parameter
The second derivative changes of object’s shape and position
represent the force property, the force is three dimensional
vector.
(4)material parameter
Material parameters compose of object’s density, Yong’s
modulus, Poisson’s ratio et. Al.
(5)Sampling points

Figure3 The system architecture

The system working process is as follows:
(1)system initialization includes modeling the virtual object,
defining the global coordinate system and local coordinate
system for avatar and the virtual object.
(2)Arguments preparation, includes collect geometric outline,
updated position and material parameters of virtual object and
avatar.

Sampling points, that is, vertexes of discrete elements in
contact surfaces between virtual object and avatar. Sampling
points are reference of discrete object’s deformation
3.2 parameter storing and computing
(1)Constant parameters
Constant parameters represent the invariants in problem
domain, including object’s density, Yong’s modulus and
others. Constant parameters are stored in common memory as
global variables during calculation.
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(2)Variable parameters
Variable parameters represent the variants describing object’s
movement and deformation, such as shape parameters,
position parameters and force parameters. Variable parameters
are stored in local memory as local variables during
calculation.
(3)sampling points
Sampling points is the reference of discrete object’s
deformation
3.3 argument passing
Realization of system function is derived from argument
passing among different modules. transfer of the underlying
parameters is done mainly by the parameters of upper layer.
argument passing in real time helps to achieve the virtual and
the real synchronization.
IV SYSTEM INITIALIZATION
4.1 virtual object modeling
Virtual object modeling is using open source software, CHAI
3D, as the following reasons are considered:
(1)CHAI 3D presents interfaces for object modeling, which
meets the need.

Figure4 The Deformation

As finite element method for contact problems18, there are
three steps.
Step one: detecting collision
The point Q on slave surface is found the nearest point P on
master surface, since Q is only possible collision with nearby
points on master surface, the searching process is regional and
efficient. As for the other points on slave surface go on the
similar searching process, from which the contact list is set up,
and by interpolating all these sampling pairs, the surface
contact information is obtained.
Step two: iterative computations

(2) CHAI 3D presents interface for describing reaction force
during contact calculation, which satisfies motion and
deformation by force.

Since FEM contact problems are nonlinear, every time step
still need to be subdivided into several more sub steps for
numerical convergence.

(3)CHAI 3D is open source software, which is convenient for
post development.

Step three: results passing

4.2 parameter initialization
After modeling, constant parameters should be initialized as
the underlying layer’s input.
V

CONTACT FORCE CALCULATION

The common model for calculation force is mass-spring
model17, represents an object as points of mass joined by
springs. For one thing, the mass-spring model does not
perform exactly when calculating deformation and reaction
force because of the improper material parameters. On the
other hand, finite element method is a good choice to calculate
deformation and contact force both. Deformation is
determined based on surface forces temporarily calculated by
penetration depth and physical property parameters, and which
can be calculated rapidly in FEM solver layer. See Figure4.

After calculation, points’ positions which correspond to
deformation and point’s reaction forces which are used to
form surface pressure should be pass to VR output control.
VI CONCLUSION
This paper presents a system based on argument passing
method between FEM solver and virtual reality environment.
Different from past architectures, the interaction force
between virtual object and avatar is calculated by finite
element method, which, in one way, prevents the empirical
stiffness settings, and also more suitable for surface-surface
interaction, which is more common compared to single point
interaction in practice..
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